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UCI buys Ivy League 
English departments 
By Ten Robbers and Send Me 
Flowers, Stuffed tomatoes 
Chancellor Jack Cheese has 
announced that UCI will ac-
quire the entire English and 
Comparative Literature depart-
ments of Yale, Harvard, Prin-
ceton, Johns Hopkins and 
Cornell universities. 
"We're not just chopped 
liver anymore," Cheese said. 
The $91 million deal has 
UCI's faculty ecstatic. English 
professor Murky Creeper said 
Friday, "Students will have to 
come here to study English-
there isn't anywhere else for 
them to go now." 
The response from the East 
Coast was mostly relief. "We've 
been trying for years to clear 
out old farts like Jack Der-
riere," Yale President Many 
Bucks said. "They just sit 
around and crack dirty jokes 
that no one else can unders-
tand because they're full of 
literary allusions," Bucks said. 
Creeper said that although 
D.QRt Qf the new professors will 
actually be teaching classes, 
"Their mere presence will 
create great peristolic waves 
which will obfuscate the entire 
campus." He said of demoted 
literary obscurist Jack Derriere, 
"He will spew his influence 
everywhere." 
Creepy, who was instrumen-
tal in · recruiting the Yale fac-
ulty member, rambled on. 
Derriere, contacted by tele-
phone Friday, denied literary 
criticism was a useless waste 
of taxpayers' money. 
"BUllshit," he said. "Literary 
criticism is, and will always 
be, something that cannot be 
denied ... er, what I mean to 
say is that, my point being, 
well, you must understand 
that language is circular and 
words refer to, ahh ... what was 
I saying?" 
Derriere is author of 154 
cookbooks. His most recent 
work is titled Shelley and 
Keats: Ode to a Greasy Burn. 
Currently, he is collaborating 
with actress Jane Fonda on a 
new exercise book entitled 42 
Scansion Exercises You Can 
Do At Home. 
Derriere is often blamed for 
the literary theory of "Decon-
structionism," or the idea that 
one may understand literature 
more thoroughly by reading 
every other word and inserting 
the text of Finnegan's Wake 
at random intervals. 
Derriere said it wasn't just 
the Mickey Mouse T-shirts 
that brought the distinguished 
faculty to UCI- it was the 
lifetime supply of California 
Continued from page 12 
New roof-top parking area 
more than just a view lot 
By Trendy Dog-Collar, Bitch 
The recent rash of vandalism to administrators' cars has caused 
campus officials to go through the roof-in order to find safe 
parking. 
Paving the top of the Administration Building was "the only 
feasible solution" to protect vehicles from more damage, according 
to Vice Chancellor of No Planning William Park 'N' Ride. The 20-
space roof-top lot will be completed by Friday, Park 'N' Ride 
said. 
While campus police were still searching last week for the rather 
obvious motive in the 45-tire slashing blitz on campus March 20, a 
committee of administrators headed by Park 'N' Ride met over 
coffee and donuts to come up with a way to protect their autos and 
discourage further vandalism. After discarding many more practi-
cal solutions, the committee hit on the idea ofroof-top parking, 
Park 'N' Ride said. 
"We still have some minor logistical problems to work out, such 
as how to get the cars up on the roof in the first place," Park 'N' 
Ride said. "But we're all real excited about the idea." 
Park 'N' Ride stressed that vandals are not likely to hit on cars 
parked in such an inconvenient place as the roof of Administra-
tion. "I think they might [the amusing pranksters] be doing it 
[engagin~ in harmless acts] to get back at what they feel are 





See story page 69 
- --- -- -
Phil Space/Brew University 
YEAH, WE KNOW-This is a picture of Irvine Mayor David Sills, but we couldn't find a picture of 
Donald Bren. We called up campus photographer Phil Channing's office, but like, he never 
returns his phone calls, you know? So, this is the best we could do, so deal with it. 
Ronald Wren buys UCI 
'If they can buy famous 
faculty, I can purchase a 
university,' philanderer says 
By l.M. Biased, Paperback Writer 
The Board of Rejects accepted philanderer 
Ronald "buy 'em a building" Wren's bid of 
$40,000,000,()()1 for the ownership of UCI in its 
meeting Thursday. 
Wren's offer was first submitted to the Re-
jects early in October, and he had hoped to 
receive an answer in December. "I was so anx-
ious to get started on the project, and I do wish I 
could've impwemented all my pwans by the 
start of the winter term," Wren said. 
According to the Rejects, the delay was caused 
because a price settlement could not be reached. 
"Ronald's original offer was so generous, but 
it just wasn't enough," said Reject Won A. Her-
ring. "It is so difficult deciding on the worth ofa 
university, and I'm so happy that Ronald finally 
agreed to give us that extra dollar." 
Wren announced that his first action as the 
new owner would be to Gh.ange names on cam-
pus. As of tomorrow, UCiwill bethe University 
of California of Wren. The University Center 
will remain the same, but the Backlot and 
Bogart's will be renamed the -Backwren and 
Wrengart's. Negotiations between Wren and 
the city are also underway to change Campus 
Drive to Wren Way. 
"I want evwyone to know that the university 
now bewongs to me since I'm so incwedibly 
weawfy," said Wren. "Wesides, it'ssoexhiwir-
ating to see one's name on evewything, don't 
you fink?" 
Chancellor Jack Cracker said, "I don't think 
Ronald will change anything within the admin-
istrative system-he already said I could keep 
my job." 
New student. 
regent to be 
appointed 
See story page 4 112 
Wren does not anticipate any complaints 
over the transaction. He said the Rejects and 
he discussed all terms of the deal in great 
detail, and it will not affect the actions of the 
students or the faculty. 
"Sure, I fink people will be surpwised at fil'Bt. 
But they'll get used to it," Wren said. "I know 
thewe awe wots of vrobwems in the system, but 
I don't want to bother with those. After awl, it's 
not my probwem." 
Campus Bud Ron-Ron-Ron Number does not 
agree with this view. He thinks that people will 
not accept a school that has an anteater as its 
mascot while named after a bird. 
~·It's just not right. The students will get con-
fused about which animal to cheer for at bas-
ketball games. I mean, who has ever heard of a 
bird going 'Zot'?" 
Reject .14.;x Officio and Goofnor George Fluke-
mejian said, "Ronald has high aspirations. He 
wouldn't tell me what exactly he plans to do, 
but I think one day we might be living on 
planet Wren." 
Wren also said that purchasing the univer-
sity is only the first stage in his larger overall 
plan. He wants to make himself known world-
wide as a great philanderer, and he said that 
buying one university is not sufficient. Wren 
would not give details of his plan, but he al-
luded to the UC system as his next purchase. 
"I want somethmg more ... maybe the entire 
system. Of course, there's always the possibil-
ity of the state," exwaimed Wren. 
For now, Wren said he will concentrate on 
changing the names of UCW and work on the 
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Student council passes gas 
By Rim Togglers, !liffraff writer 
GAS Council passed a resolution condemning the Brew Univer-
sity for consuming alcoholic beverages while writing headlines. 
The resolution cited headlines such as "72 trillion hotdogs in Mark 
Twain's lifetime" as examples of headlines which were clearly 
written under the influence. 
"We also saw things like 'vandals slashed tires on the little white 
trucks' in the text of articles, suggesting that alcohol abuse has 
dripped down to even the staff writers," said GAS Exceptional 
Vice Resident Priss Smurfy between hiccups. 
GAS Resident Whim Careless burped and said boxes were not 
straight in several sections of the newspaper, implying that the 
production staff was drunk as well. Vice Resident of Student 
Sequences Hang-Ing Low was in the restroom and could not be 
reached for comment. 
The resolution was reportedly written during the last minutes of 
a GAS Council retreat at the California Cooler Bar. Originally, the 
resolution called for the total elimination of the Brew University, 
but the GAS Council decided that they did not have the power to 
do so. "We don't want to make them mad," said Vice Resident of 
Obliterative Services All Goeswithsome, while balancing beer bot-
tles one on top of another. "And besides, who else would we ever get 
to run a free full-page ad?" added Vice Resident of Comedic Ser-
vices Rude Quack. She then passed out. 
GAS Executive Resurrector Tennis Slamdown refused to be 
interviewed, saying that he was "tired of all this Brew University 
drunkedness. It's against university policy, and it's in damn poor 
taste." Slamdown then left the office mumbling something about 
needing a drink. . 
The legality of the resolution is questionable as no one can deter-
mine for certain whether the resolution was actually passed. "We're 
not sure who signed the document," said A., Knowledgable Source. 
' 'All the minutes, all the notes from the meeting, everything was 
unreadable. Obviously, several people tried to sign, but their pens 
kept sliding off the page. It was as though they couldn't write in a 
straight line.' ' 
C~mpus Rosebudsman, Strong Willsome was quoted as saying 
"I don't have anyt hing whatsoever to do with this, do I?" ' 
Frat boys let it all hang out 
By Brian C. Effigy, Stiff sighter 
A group of UCI fraternity members calling themselves FARM, 
Frats Are Real Men, are out to prove that, "Not only do we have 
genitals, but we have big genitals," said FARM member Jim 
Caress. 
The group has allegedly stormed into Gateway Commons and 
the Backlot in search of unsuspecting freshmen. According to 
Holly Hollow, a fourth-year sophomore film major, FARM mem-
bers grab freshmen and "sexually assault them until they can't 
walk." 
"It was those damn flyers. The ones that said, 'Frat Boys Have 
No Genitals.' Those flyers started the whole thing," said Rod N. 
Hand, president of FARM. 
Although FARM members claim to have "convinced" more 
than 20 freshmen that frats have big genitals, UCI Police Spokes-
man Bill Filler said, "There have been no complaints of sexual 
harassment of this nature. I'm not saying it's not happening. But 
nobody has complained about it. Maybe they like it.'' 
Chancellor Jack Peltadaughter has refused to leave his room in 
his University Hills home. Apparently, he's distraught over the 
situation on campus. But Mrs. Peltadaughter is confident he'll 
come out before the week is up. "There's no television in his room. 
He'll have to come out Thursday for Cheers. I know Jack pretty 
well. There's no way he'll miss Cheers," she said. 
WASP Week 
unites the campus 
By Jonathon Phallic, 
Staff smiter 
Last week, students exploded 
with vigorous apathy and occas-
ional support for "WASP Week"-
a celebration of "WASP achieve-
ment in the '80s." Although 
some campus organizations boy-
cotted the event-contending 
that they had been dis-
criminated against, left out of 
planning sessions, and that 
W ASPs deserved at least a 
whole month anyway-the pro-
grams went as planned. 
Tuesday, PRO-WASP pre-
sented a video in the University 
Center about Barney "Biff'' 
Goodstock, one-time "Lawyer 
of the Year," andlong-timepro-
testor of "anyone politically to 
the left of Wally George." 
He strongly attacked Yup-
pies, saying that they were" cheap 
imitations of Preppies" and that 
"old money will always be bet-
ter than new money ... You can 
buy privilege, but not heritage." 
The video brought cheers from 
the audience, which had attrac-
ted many Irvine residents in 
addition to masses of UCI stud-
ents. But faces showed water-
ing eyes when PRO-WASP Chair-
man Gurney Gristle announced 
that Goodstock had died the 
week before in a polo accident. 
Wednesday night, actor J ohn 
Houseman performed lines from 
several of his gr_eatest hit com-
mercials, including his famous 
"Puritan wants you to win" and 
"McDonald's is quality" at the 
Backlot to honor UCI marchers 
in the "Great WASP March" 
across America. 
Enunciating every syllable as 
is his trademark, Houseman 
emphasized to the students that 
"people of our back-
ground ... have a duty ... to work 
hard, .. . be persistent .. . and enter 
the legal profession." 
On Thursday, the fifth offi-
cial day of WASP Week, noth-
ing really happened. 
Robert Reed, who played 
Mike Brady on the "Brady 
Bunch," spoke to almost 2,000 
people squished between the 
walls of the Heritage Room on 
Friday, addressing the "Myth 
of WASP Sexual Repression." 
"What is there to say?" he . 
said. "It's all true. Every word. 
The character I played, Mike 
Brady, taught me how to deal 
with the sexual frustration of a 
WASP marriage," he sobbed. 
"You just have to grin and bear 
it." Then, he left the podium, 
too emotional to continue. 
Friday night, UCI Intra-Race 
held a prayer vigil in which par-
ticipants took hour-long shifts 
from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Saturday. 
"I'm opening myself up to 
God to see more clearly how to 
serve him," sophomore Lorne 
Zwelksaid. "Andhe'sanswered 
me. God told me, 'The Lord 
helps those who help them-
selves,' and then told me to 'vote 
republican and become either a 
doctor or a lawyer-your choice. 
I'll take careoftheneedy. Don't 
hassle it."' 
On Saturday, PRO-WASP 
decided to abort its 3,200 mile 
march to the White House, and 
fly first class instead. "It just 
would have taken too long," one 
almost-marcher said. 
"Besides, why walk that far 
anyway? It's a stupid idea. 
We're civilized people, and civ-
ilized people use civilized modes 
of transport. The 767 "Sky Lim-
osine" we rented got us to Wash-
ington to see Ron and Nancy 
and back again in one day." 
In the middle of the week, 
many students brimming with 
energetic apathy stun 
a massive graveyard ' 
the groups boycottii 
Week (Students for ~ 
sieres, Adolescents I 
tion, Youngsters for ] 
tary Weapons to Thre 
mies, and their ma: 
College Pelicans) . 
Chairman of the Y 
Benny Roil, said that 
did not signify anytl 
"But they sure are gr1 
ting attention, aren'1 
Markie Babble, cl 
the Adolescents, exp] 
the protesting grouJJ 
supportive of WASP 
could not participat 
cause the event was 
larger "Minority Y ei 
"Our problem is tl 
ity Year sponsors E 
Asian Week and Bla 
Month; so, if we endc 
Week, that will imp] 
dorsement of all t l 
races. You see, we c 
some minorities, like t 
for instance-becau 
W ASPs are a minori1 
also support minori 
um ... Well, the WJ 
way." 
Bony Knock-Kn1 
man of Students for' 
sieres, said that he lov 
but could not end< 
"My group is focus1 
the problem of edu 
manufacturers who i 
'white brassiere' th 
Reagan says can t 
defend the United E 
nuclear attack." He 
that the bra would w 
the Earth, forming t 
proof domes over th 
Russia and eliminatu 
for nuclear weapons 
Campus Obliviou 
could not be reachE 
ment. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 




Should the US planes have strafed the Libyan sailors after we 
blew up their ships? 
Buffy McBrat, age 40 
"The situation is highly prob-
lematic. The globular defects of 
the Lone Ranger truth or con-
sequences are as yet ad 
nauseum, and Scooby Doo 
figures in prominantly. · 
Wrong Stillson, 
Campus Potatobudsman 
'Tm looking into it:' 
American Standard, 
Urina( 
"I know who has genitals 
and who doesn't.'' 
Elsie, cow 
'Tm not much into politics, 
myself." 
The Rat, rat 
"I don't know, I jr 
here." 
~EVENGE: Battering 
~am vs. vandalism 
mtinued from page 15 
bsolutely outrageousJ parking permit prices," he said, in a brief. 
LSh of intelligence. 
"But the students here are all spoiled children ... their parents 
~paying for everything anyway," he blithered. "They think that 
ndalism is cool-as long as it's easy. Well, it's just not going to be 
sy anymore, that's all," he said. 
When reminded of the roof-top stunt students pulled last year · 
ien they hoisted the plastic Oxfam ox onto the top of Adminis-
ltion and asked if this was not a clear indication that students 
i indeed possess the determination to scale great heights in their 
ll'Suit of a good laugh, Park 'N' Ride said, "No." 
lttering Ram is 'gonna be fun' 
Meanwhile, Campus BudLightsman Ron Distillson was grum-
[ng about something. 
Distillson said he is planning "a major big time crackdown" on 
.rking permit violators "who think vandalism is the solution to 
eir financial woes." Distillson said the Administration has been 
reed to borrow the Los Angeles Police Department's battering 
min order to "Show the students, er, parking permit violators 1 
io's boss." 
The new battering ram will be used to crush cars which are 
Lrked illegally, director of Parks and Recreation John Groovy 
id. "I imagine it will be a bit of a shocker at first," Groovy said. 
~ut we simply had to do something-it was our only alternative." -
Chancellor Pack Ratason said he was pleased by the solutions 
lrk 'N' Ride and Distillson had come up with. "I just bought a 
iw Lincoln Continental, and I want to keep it looking spic 'n' 
1an," he said. "But," he added, "I'm a little worried about this 
lttering ram thing ... you see, I misplaced my X-Permit, and they 
)n't let me have another one ... " 
VY ENVY: 'Money can buy 
trestige,' C-hancellor says 
ntinued from page IO 
i f 
>0lers, not to mention free 
>h's Big Boy combinations 
1d a free T-Bird for each 
ofessor. 
Some of the new faculty 
embers will receive offices in 
e new PPFBTNHA WHNBPN 
'seudo-Permanent Former 
mk Trailer Now Humanities 
nnex Which Had Not Been 
~eviously Named). The rest 
Ill be given offices with fresh-
en roomates in Mesa Court. 
"They will be Able to spew 
a younger crowd there," 
marked Chancellor Cheese. 
Derriere turned down offers 
t>m Golden Waste College 
and Oral Roberts Universitv 
in order to come to Irvine. "I 
would like to apply the theory 
of Deconstructionism to Bob's 
Big Boy comics,'' Derriere 
said. 
"I'm not exactly sure what 
literary criticism is," said 
Campus Omnipotent Brawn 
Killsome, "but I'm going to 
conduct a thorough investiga-
tion." 
Cheese said negotiations 
were underway to seduce Ox-
ford and Cambridge univer-
sities to part with their English 
and Comparative Literature 
departments, but admitted so 
far the British have been chor-
tling diffusely. 
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Common garden pests can cure cancer 
By Sharon S. Gone, Staff snider 
A new miracle cure for cancer has almost 
been discovered in a toxin made from the 
venom of pill bugs, Dr. Dale "Gory" Danger 
and members of the Frivology Department 
announced last week. 
The substance, called lymphobugotoxin-
13, nicknamed GORY-13, is effective in 
defeating tumorous cells and has worked 
miraculously on the lab animals. No tests to 
date have shown significant results in hu-
mans. 
"We think it's wonderful," said Danger. 
"GORY-13 is such a great find, and it'll be so 
useful. To think, a toxin could be found in so 
simple an animal as a pillbug!" 
Laboratory animals with induced tumors 
are injected with the GORY-fa, which causes 
the tumor to glow purple. After three days to 
a week the purple glow will turn green. What 
is left after the green coloring disappears is a 
small scab that will go away in another 
week. . 
"So far, we haven't found any side effects 
on the animals. They seem to adapt very 
well, so I guess it's safe for humans," said 
Danger. 
Danger and his associates have received a 
$150.49 research grant from an unnamed 
company. A check with no identification 
was found in Danger's office with a note 
requesting that research be hurried on the 
new toxin. The donor will contact Danger 
when the cure is ready for general use. 
Danger said, "I don't know who the person 
is who gave the donation, or why. Maybe 
he's just crazy about pillbugs." 
Studies have been halted temporarily due 
to a shortage of pillbugs. Over 2.500 grad-
uate students and volunteers have been sent 
into the underground tunnel system beneath 
the campus in search of more pillbugs. 
Danger assured the department that his 
research will not be impeded by such a thing 
as a shortage of those "little critters." 
Each ounce of GORY-13 requires the ve-
nom of approximately 18 bugs. The venom is 
extracted by boiling the bugs in hot lime 
juice and water. The venom is skimmed off 
the top of the mixture and refrigerated in 
airtight bottles for 23 days. Danger also 
explained that millions of pillbugs are needed 
for curing one case of cancer. 
"The problem is that the cure is so inex-
pensive because we don't have to buy anyth-
ing. But after a while, you begin to find fewer 
and fewer pillbugs around. I remember when 
they used to be crawling all over the place " 
said Danger. ' 
The research was almost ended in 1982 
because Danger had difficulties in convinc-
ing people of his theory. He was ready to give 
up the studies until a sponsor, again anon-
ymous, agreed to finance his research. Since 
then, Danger has been able to convince more 
people of his theories with his results. 
"I guess I'm just lucky. All these people 
keep giving me money. I guess they don't 
want to be identified because their friends 
will laugh at them. But I'm the one laughing 
now," said Danger. 
Danger anticipates the completion of his 
tests, including experiments with human 
sub~ects, and the patent of GORY-13 by 
Sprmg 1988. He said, "I'll be ready; I just 
hope we find a way to speed up the rate of 
pill bug reproduction before I use all of them 
little buggers up!" 
First at the scene 
The whole humor issue 
can just go fffffffffffffffffffff 
T his issu~ of the Brew University is a complete joke. 
The writers and editors should all be shot. The 
ASUCI administration . should be impeached and 
recalled for ever allowing such a preposterous, taste-
less bunch of nonsense to ever disgrace newsprint 
paper and ink. Do you hear me? I DON'T EVER 
WANT TO SEE ANOTHER HUMOR ISSUE 
AGAIN FOR AS LONG AS I LIVE! NEVER! 
NEVER! NEVER! 
4 DECEMBER 9 I 1964 
;+ __,,,.,,,~~ The backbiting seedy little bunch of donkey-bottom biting crabby gnarly "hey you face you've got no asshole" bunch of good old boys that put this non-
sense together can just all go and take their sons of 
mother crummy numbskull canned plastic rutabegas 
with them. We've had enough of all this ... this ... 
STUFF! No more stuff. No more stuff. No more 
stuff. Please. 
.~Arrl GOU~ti 'PL-' ~P 't:J'{ +--he 
" ~ ~ 0ti the- ~ay hoMt.-? 
@~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Letters to the Editor®~~~~~~rwrwrw~~~~~: 
Birdbrain breaks basic black 
Knowing that UCI was host-
ing a Marching Ruthless Thing, 
I stopped on my way to the 
bathroom to hear what a rabble 
of students were raising their 
fists about outside the Undress-
ing Center last Wednesday. 
There was a female. She spoke. 
Her voice was loud. Her leather 
was black. I listened: 
She screeched of a bird that 
we should keep caged. "Never 
let it fly," she said; then she 
went on to say that we must 
learn to accept fashions of dif-
ferent colors. 
"What bird?" I asked my-
self. 
A group of rabble-rousers in 
red shirts gave her verbal sup-
port. "Those are my brothers 
and sisters," I thought to my-
self. I knew I could never be part 
of that group because I don't 
even own a red shirt. They were 
discriminating against me. I 
felt alienated; I took it per-
sonally. I was offended. It hurts 
to be dressed in the wrong color. 
I realized I had to go to the 
bathroom and left the crowd. I 
thought I was supposed to wear 
all sorts of colors, like indigo 
and earth tones. I couldn't figure 
out what the bird stood for. 
It became obvious to me that 
the bird is the peacock of many 
colors. I thought about unisex 
T-shirts and Levi's. I said to 
myself, "They don't want us to 
dress all alike. They seperate 
themselves from the mainstream 
to keep fashion in a constant 
flux. It's the human thing to 
do." 
I wished to myself, ''I wish 
the speaker and those students 
could realize tQ.at the Marching 
Ruthless Thing works for the 
unity of all clothing styles, and 




Yaks need love too, man 
More than ever, it has become 
apparent that a yak's resource 
center should be created at UC 
Irvine as well as 3n· every college 
campus across America. In ad-
dition, a dog's, cat's and other 
household pet's resource center 
should be developed to meet the 
special needs of America's pet 
population. All of these sub-
groups are faced with unique 
problems of their own, arising 
directly from society and the 
inequalities created by pro-
grams purportedly designed to 
equalize inequalities. 
First, according to the latest 
census, men with big noses and 
no genitals are an extreme mil 
ority. What's more, womt 
make up more than half of tl 
total college student enrol 
ment. Women with vast trac 
of land and other assets mal 
up more than half of all asstits f 
held. 
There are many issues an 
problems related with being 
yak for which a yak's centt 
could provide both educatfo 
and counseling support. Tak 
for instance, the problem t 
genitals. The commonly hel 
belief that yaks have no genita 
is just not true. 
I had nothing whatever to do with the Piece 
Lanced Clean 
Don't use my Title, 
it's Programs Disorganizer, 
ASYUKKY 
Week flyers 
By Malarkey Blab 
· "Piece Week," an entire week 
dedicated to the promotion of 
pinko sexual "activities," is 
upon us once again. As I cen-
sored this year's schedule of 
events, I was once again out-
raged that it was filled with the 
same type of "family" activities 
that have plagued it for years. 
"Bring a phallic symbol and 
an anti-celibacy banner," says 
one Piece Week flyer advertis-
ingthe protestofWINKNUDGE, 
a US Department of Diffidence 
conference. Not only is the uni-
versity using the student sperm 
bank to encourage the protest-
ing of the Department of Dif-
fidence, but they are also fund-
ing the protesting of all sexual 
devices (edible underwear, chas-
tity belts, miniblinds, etc.) and 
not just the bulkier type. 
The argument goes that if the 
United States didn't have geni-
tals, peace would inevitably fol-
low. "The Ruskies would be too 
embarrassed of their genitals to 
invade," say the anti-genitalia 
nuts. (As if the Ruskies were 
bare-assed about Catherine the 
Great, etc.) 
I want genitals as much as the 
next guy, but laying down our 
pants would only be inviting an 
embare-assment. A strong for-
eigner is far more likely to at-
tack a weak greek without geni-
tals, which he is sure to con-
quer, than a strong greek with 
genitals when he is sure to lose 
his own genitals. 
Perhaps I simply disagree 
with their definition of "piece." 
Is a piece merely the absence of 
genitals? Certainly not. There 
are no genitals in Poland, yet 
there is. no piece either. There 
en away, etc.) then there is no 
piece. In fact, condoms and true 
pieces are inseperable. There 
does not exist a single country-
man in the world today that has 
a piece without having a con-
dom (not in Rushing, West 
Virginia, not in the South, or 
Africa, etc). Pieces exist only in 
those countries that have true 
condoms (such as the United 
Honest, I had nothing to do with them. I categorically 
deny having anything to do with them. I never touched 
them, not me nor anybody I know. Not a thing. Honest 
were no genitals in Germany in 
1983, yet neither were there 
pieces. 
There are, however, pieces 
found in dildo factories. Does 
that mean groups such as "NO-
Pieces" want genitals so badly 
that they are willing to deem 
the dildo as acceptable? Would 
a piece of a Nazi be acceptable? 
While World War II was indeed 
a piece of nonsense, wouldn't it 
have been more nonsensical to 
simply have allowed Hitler to 
continue to rape all of Europe? 
Pieces depend on a large ex-
tent. The condom an entire 
population enjoys. If a piece is 
suppressed (has it.a freedom tak-
States, Western Europe, Japan, 
etc.). 
The solution of emasculating 
all US weapons (expressed by 
the WINKNUDGE protest, etc.) 
addresses only the "envelope of 
any possibility of sex" (pre-
sumably if we had not a single 
genital, there would be no sex, 
etc.), but they do not address 
the presbyterianization of our 
condoms. History is full of sex-
ual acts in which an aggressor 
unprovokedly attacks another. 
Knowing we are morally right 
will not stop the advance of 
50,000 Soviet sperm cells. 
As Patrick Henry said in 1775, 
"Gentlemen, this is absoh:itely 
the most tasteless article I have 
ever been ashamed to see myself 
quoted in." The Soviets shoot 
civilians, impassion their politi-
cal opponents, and drop leather 
underwear-disguised boys that 
blow off Afghan children. 
No matter how we cry about 
our pieces, there simply are no 
pieces. We cannot overlook the 
brutal natural charms of the 
Soviets. Ask the citizens of Bul-
garia, Estonia, Lithuania, Ro-
mania or Stephanie Powers about 
the "Soviet piece." 
Patrick Henry continued on 
to ask, "ls sex so dear or pieces 
so sweet as to be purchased at 
the price of chains and whips? 
... I know not what I'm being 
misquoted for now, but as for 
me, give me a proper context or 
give me death." 
Pieces of condoms are indeed 
within the briefs of history, the 
typical state of mankind is mis-
ery and sogginess. I am not ready 
to surrender my genitals to avoid 
sex. I refuse to accept celibacy 
and oppression over delicacy 
and taste. Groups such as NO-
Pieces and the Alliance for Sex-
ual Wants would protest all 
genitals-in fact, they protest 
our very differences which per-
petuate the human species. 
No thanks. I feel genitals are 
worth defending, and America 
has genitals that should endure. 
Malarkey Blabb is a com-
puterized science major at UCL 
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NCAA hits Anteaters with probation for booze abuse 
Coach tells players 'party up', 
basketball team gets busted 
By Ball Wagger, Staff whiner 
The men's basketball team 
was placed on two years proba-
tion after NCAA officials spot-
ted several Anteaters consuming 
large quantities of beer during 
their 75-68 loss to Cal State 
Fullerton, March 6 at the For-
um. 
Coach Will "One for the Road" 
Millergan was upset with the 
decision. 
"It was a couple of lousy beers," 
he said. "We were a little tight 
going into the game, so some of 
the guys downed a few brewskys. 
I still don't understand why 
those guys got so pissed off, it's 
not like we were drunk or any-
thing.'' 
According to anonymous sour-
ces, there may be more to the 
story than Millergan would ad-
mit. Before the game, water boy 
Whale B. Derby was seen filling 
the Anteaters' water bottles· 
with a suspicious golden liquid. 
"OK, so I broke a little rule, so 
what? At least I used light beer-
the guys are watching their 
weight." 
Additional evidence came from 
Martha Smith, a concession 
worker at the Forum. "At half-
time, this kid-couldn't have 
been a day over 16--comes up to 
me and tries to buy a beer. He 
said his name was Wayne Engel-
something, and when I asked 
him for ID, he burst into tears, 
and admitted he was only 19." 
When Engelsomething was 
asked about the incident, he 
said, "Would you believe for a 
second, that I, Wayne Engel-
something would do something 
like that? Besides, the dumb 
bitch carded me." 
When questioned about the 
incident, Derby replied, "Hey, 
pal, I• don't need to put up with 
tM3 biap, rm pleading the fifth." 
However, after being threatened 
with severe violence, Derby said, 
When questioned about the 
alleged violations, leading scorer 
Johnny Lagers became very ser-
ious. "I swear to you that I 
didn't consume any beer during 
the Fullerton game. Tod and I 
did a couple of shooters before 
the Vegas game, and then there 
was that time we got wasted up 
in Fresno, but no, I don't think I 
remember us doing any drink-
ing during the Fullerton game." 
Staff Pornographer/Brew University Staff Pornographer/Brew University 
RAMBLIN': 
By Piss At'em, Bass fighter 
There's something strangely romantic about 
men who take to the open road, roaring across 
the country astride a nifty Kawasaki or a sturdy 
Harley. 
There's something pretty fucking stupid about 
someone who would do it on a 35-year-old 
moped. What an asshole. Can't Pud Wacker ride 
a real motorcycle? Or at least a Riva? And why 
did he leave for Pittsburgh during the 10th week 
of the quarter? Why did he even want to go to 
Pittsburgh at all? 
The Brew University spoke with Wacker, a 
ninth-year senior, in a seedy bar in Blythe on the 
third day of his journey to learn why he's doing it, 
Cal State Fullerton head yell broad Muffy Knocknee taunts upset big guy Wayne Engelstout dur-
ing half time at a random game at the Forum. Engelstout was bummed because concessioners 
refused to sell him beer. 
Drip drops out and hits the 
highway in search of mother 
and to make him pay the two bucks he still owes 
for a classified ad. 
Do you feel a need to get away and find your-
self, to heed an irrepressible yearning for 
freedom in your heart? 
"Huh? Shit no, I was just flunking Math 1 again 
and was tired of smelling my roommate's farts 
every night. So I left. And besides, I didn't want to 
be around for another Brew University humor 
issue. Those things suck." 
Where did you spend your first night out? 
"Well, I planned on making Barstow by the 
weekend so I rode all night using the north star as 
my guide after I lost sight of Halley's Comet." 
See RAMBLIN', page 100 
Catch a wave 
Dames Bewara!Brew University 
Biker of Fortune $9,000 Harley carries Sa~ 
Berdo Sam through barno 
Ex-professional surf dude Martlet Beek joined the 'Urban Sur-
fer' crowd last week when he got up on the famed mechanical 
Bucking Bonzai Board at Studio 54 bash in New York. "It was 
such a buzz," Beek said, "I felt like I was on the west swell in 
Malibu again." Earlier in the evening Beek had expressed con-
cern that the non-surfers present would ruin the party. After-
wards, however, he said "The hodads stayed out of my space, 




By Dave Stewin', Staff stiff 
A sophomore Biology major was 
shot by community service officer 
Dick Bruce at the Backwash last 
Saturday. 
"I thought he was reaching for a 
beer," Bruce said. 
The student, who was not iden-
tified because he was under 21, was 
rushed to the Student Health Center, 
where he was listed as waiting in 
line. 
Though the incident is still under 
investigation, the Backwash has been 
closed until further notice. 
Officer Bruce will be awarded the 
Chancellor's medal for seeking alco-
holic beverages from room to room 
above the call of duty. 
Hamlet returns 
·in Jewish show 
By Slim Coggers 
- - The tragic impact of Hamlet is 
greatly lessened by Cohen's portrayal 
of the prince as ajewish schoolboy. In 
a play which is confusing its tragic 
potential with a truckload of Adelie 
Penguins, this is tragic in itself. 
A great part of the tragedy of Ham-
. . let is tied to meaningless Elizabethan 
values. Hamlet's mother, the queen, 
says at one point, "Eat! Eat!" Claud-
ius clicks his tongue and tells us, "Oy 
vay." Poor Hamlet is a sensitive, 
civilized man who has yet to have his 
Bar Mitzvah. He pretends to be only 
16, but we know better. When his 
jewish parents reduce him to less 
than manhood, the dilemma that he 
faces becomes our dilemma, his pain 
becomes our pain. 
Sadly, there is little to admire in 
the other characters. Cludius (a dud 
in knight's armor) looks like an open 
well, and delivers a solid, even line at 
least once in the performance. Polon-
ius (a steel bin's son) is a little light in 
the head but provides some welcome 
phallic fun to the production. Laertes 
(run hasty) exceeds Hamlet's coun-
terfeit. Ophelia, after much practic-
ing, becomes an accomplished virgin. 
She does justice to her lingerie only 
because she is too big~ 
There is of course, a lot of matter in 
the production. There's a lot of energy 
too. But none of it comes from the 
actors. 
But perhaps the critic doth drink 
too much. 
Gumby stands 
. to stop traffic 
By Q-ball 
"Reflector Man," a composite of 
Gumby wrapped in foil, will be erec-
ted in the middle of Bridge Road. 
Gumby said over the phone from 
Gumbopolis, "I know I will block 
traffic, but no one understands me 
anyway. 
"I've made a 360-degree turn in my 
life," the 7-inch fully posable figure 
said. 
"As a little green slab of clay, I felt 
jifferent," Gumby said. "It made me 
feel eaily molded. 
"I was afraid of girls. God, what if I 
stepped on Goo in the wrong places? 
And Prickle-I've stuck myself on 
him many a time.'~ 
Sooner or later, Gum by attended 
Gumble University where he took 
6 JANUARY 5, 1964 
Carcass, in fashion, beats Smeldison to altar 
By Rave Who-in' 
Smack Smeldison will soon be hear-
ing wedding bells, but they won't be 
his. 
Smeldison, while watching the AS 
Fashion Show in the fall, fell in love 
with one of the models, according to 
one of the many Vice Chancellors 
on campus. 
"He sold his house and was about 
to divorce his wife," said Campus 
Omnipresent Ron We'll See. 
But none of this was to be. 
Instead, the model-Muffy Meld-
ison, no blood relation to the Chan-
cellor-will marry that hunk of an AS 
president, Jim Carcass. 
"He has all the right moves," said 
Meldison. "Also, all that confiscated 
beer Jim has in his office was a big 
plus. I mean with the Backwash closed 
and all ... " 
The wedding will be held at the AS 
beer retreat and orgy party in Mil-
waukee. 
mostly gumbometer studies. There 
he met Pokey, who encouraged his . 
artistic talents. 
'"Say Gumby,"' Pokey said, 'why 
don't you cover yourself with foil and 
stand in the street? By the way, I'm 
hungry.''' 
"So I covered myself in Reynold's 
Wrap," Gum by said. 
Ron Ron said, "I don't know too 
: much about Gumby, but I think what 
he is doing is right. I think students 
should question their outward ap-
pearance, whether they are green, 
black or reflector-colored." 
"In this show, I want to push peo-
ple to their limits. Hey, I'm made of 
clay and can be made into any shape, 
but most beer drinkers can barely 
touch their toes," Gumby said 
Gumby as 'Reflector Man.' 
Very small girls 
to trash Gumby 
Between four and six very strong, 
aggressive beer-drinking 103-pound 
girls are expected to demonstrate 
against Gumby's appearance as 'Re-
flector Man.' 
"We want to push him over and 
bend him into an uptight W..ASP boy-
do-1-need-a-beer pretzle,'' said one of 
the 103-pounders. 
"He needs to be like normal peo-
ple," said another. 
The protest is scheduled for April 1 
during happy hour at the Barflot. 
Mutty Meldison, left, and Lima Bel-
liot show their wares as Chancellor 
Smeldison grins lustfully on. 
'Mumbled Word' 
to air on KUCI 
By Cave-in Cuein' 
"The Mumbled Word,'' anew pub-
lic affairs show, will air on KUCI 
beginning next Sunday at noon. On 
the show, poets and fiction writers 
will be dragged from their beds to talk 
about their hangovers. 
Famous dead drunken writer Jack 
London will be the show's first guest. 
"He was a hard one to rouse on 
Sunday morning," said the show's 
host, Andrea Jump-on-whatta, "being 
dead and all." 
The show promotes the evils of 
alcohol and the evils of creativity. 
Sponsored by the YAFfies and UPP-
ers, "The Mumbled Word" will run 
"for as long as we can safely drag 
them drunks out of bed," said Mock 
Babble of the Y AFfies. 
''The show is a good idea,'' Campus 
Spokesman Ronald Reagan Wilson 
said. 
"Anything to show the evils of the 
bottle," said ASUCI Executive Some-
thing Dennis the Menace. 
"And their relation, its relation, to 
student parking," said Wilson, "I 
mean, forget what I mean, I'm saying 
that the root of all evil is preferential 
parking. Some students should not 
be treated better than others just 
because ... " 
Wilson will mumble on the show's 
second airing, April 13. 
Pope says Grupo 
will go Christian 
By Madame X 
All-time UCI fave entertainers, El 
Grupo Sexo, have a new name and a 
new message . 
"We're Christians now. We've been 
born again," says group member The 
Pope. "We've been getting dis-
illusioned with the rock 'n' roll scene 
for a long time now. All the rampant 
sex, the drugs, the lewd behavior. It 
wasn't so bad when we played places 
like Big John's, Spats, or Safari Sam's, 
but the last time we played UCI it was 
the end. 
"Two hours in the Back Rot is 
enough to make anyone seek solace in 
our lord Jesus Christ." 
The change in emphasis has had 
repercussions on the group's image. 
"We've had to change our name, of 
course," said the Pope, "the old one 
Jim Carcass is one hell of a hunk 
during his AS fashion show. 
was just so sinful. I'm ashamed to 
have played under it. Our song list, 
too, is undergoing large changes." 
The group, under their new name 
of El Cruso Fixo, will be headlining 
the Young Republicans for Tem-
perance benefit gig at Crawford H,all 
this Sunday. ~ ... 
"Brewce Anderscum talked us into 
it," said the Pope. "We're glad to be 
of help in such a worthy cause. And 
it's the perfect place to debut our 
new image." 
Phil Space/Brew University 
The Pope, left, and former band 
member Lucifer play their last blas-
phemous set. 
April & George 
make big Wham 
By Roberta Hilbern 
April Danielle, noted Orange Coun-
ty folk songstress and favorite Ticket 
article topic plans to join forces with 
Wham main-man George Michael. 
Michael, who recently parted ways 
with Wham co-founder Andrew Ridge-
ly, saw April in one of her rare perfor-
mances at UCI's own Outback. 
"Not many people recognized him, 
he was incognito," Danielle said in a 
recent phone interview. "He had on a 
Sigma Chi sweatshirt; he fit right 
in." 
Michael evidently liked what he 
saw. "He approached me after the 
show and asked if I was interested in 
working with him. At first I thought 
he was joking. I said 'Who do you 
think I am, Brooke Shields?' But he 
was serious." 
"He's sending the Wham jet over 
to pick me up next week. I'm really 
excited," she said. 
SERVICES 
Tall, male WASP for escort services. (He 
needs to earn money to pay for his up-
. coming wedding.) Reasonable rates. Call 
856-6969. Ask for Rance. 
Unprofessional typist will do her best to 
make your professional papers look un-
professional. High rates. One month turn-
around for five pages or under. Call any-
time. 
Anglich ass a 3rd langage. Lam Unglich in 
yer hoom. Sund awry 4 yer applicishum. 
Lam Guud. PO Box XXIV, Irvine, 62777. 
Freds word processing - Im Fred and Id 
like to do yor paprs. Im very consistanr, 
and for a resanable fee, I could do yor 
papers two. Call 856-420. 
Is it true that you can really buy a rusted-
out 4-year-old, banged-up jeep for $29.35? 
And then pay $2 million to have it shipped 
to you? Of course not you dipshits! I made 
it all up! Hahahahahahaha!~ 
MASSAGE: We're really only a massage 
parlor, not a prostitulion operation. 
Repeat: not a prostitution operation. Col-
lege student discount. Call 555-4SEX. 
Minor Plastic Surgery: Need Genitals? We 
got 'em. Any size. CALL: l-800-4GONADS. 
This is not an ad offering a service, but 
asking for one: how 'bout elevators and 
clocks that work? I know it's a novel idea, 
but I think it's one whose time has come. 
I Type Stuff: If you got stuff that needs to 
be typed, I'm the guy you want to type 
your stuff. I'm one of the most reliable and 
good stuff-typers I know, and let me tell 
you, I know lots of guys who do. Call me 
whenever, I'm in the book. 
FOR RENT 
Children for the weekend. Surprise your 
spouse with an instant family! Group 
package available. Ask for our free 
catalog. Any size, any shape. 
HELP WANTED 
Wanted, 5 Gigolos for escort service. G/M 
pref. Tall, dark and handsome. 
Lost- nothing yet. I've been in college 
almost two years. 
!ONA HYMEN 
WANTED 
Old beer bottles, any type, to strew about 
the Brew University office and environs. 
FOR SALE 
·72 FORD PINTO 
Somewhat new condition. Dirty. Has bird 
turds, but they'll wash off easy. Crack in 
dashboard, but it can be fixed. Side dent, 
but it doesn't interfere with the tires. In-
eludes any of the UCI parking stickers. 
Can be converted into fun go-cart with 
ease. Call Dan-0, 702-0000. 
Tired of high-priced parking permits? 
Almost authentic UCI parking permits for 
sale. Come see us first, before it's too late. 
Or before you get robbed. 
- UCI Parking and Transportation 
Darling AKC Warthogs. Low mainte-
nance. Breed-champion bloodlines. Love 
small children. Call mornings bef. sunrise. 
999-HOGS. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Girls! Virginity can be cured! 
PERSONALS 
Pressure is too intense; I want to end it all, 
but if I killed myself, my parents would 
never speak to me again ... 
Vera, you are the onlywoman in my life. 
When I think of you, my mind returns 
blissfully to that starlit Friday night we 
shared together on the beach in Newport. 
I'll never feel this way again about anyone, 
ever. 
- Carl 
I'm not drunk. Beertender, don't lissen to 
her. Get me another bar. 
I'm a frat boy and I have genitals. ·I'm sick 
of these attacks on my masculinity, and 
l"m not going to stand for it any more. 
From here on out, I'm offering to prove it 
to any interested party on any Wednesday 
out in Aldritch park . I'll be wearing a 
chartreuse raincoat and cute little white 
stockings. See you there around 3:00. 
Leslie, you are the only woman in my life . 
When I think of you , my mind returns 
blissfully to that starlit Friday night we 
shared together on the beach in Newport. 
I'll never feel this way again about anyone, 
ever. 
What ever happened to normal cartoons, 
anyway? I think it all started with those 
contemptible, purple, candy-assed smurfs 
and then spread like a twisted and per-
verse plague. I'd like to see the bastard 
responsible for HE-MAN and the TRANS-
FORMERS and GO-BOTS strung up by the 
balls and pumped up with a 30,000 volt 
taser-gun. 
-Dr. Raoul Duke 
PS. Bring back Bugs Bunny 
If you're actually wasting your time and 
life reading these damn things, you're 
more stupid than you look (which is no 





Todd, you are the only man in my life. 
When I think of you, my mind returns 
blissfully to that starlit Friday night we 
shared together on the beach in Newport. 
I'll never feel this way again about anyone. 
ever. 
- Kar IE 
You face, you have no asshole!!! 
-Tim"MadDogKiller" Rogen 
What is luh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uv any -
way? 
- Howard Jone:; 
Dear FratBoys: 
I'm the one who started the 'genitals ' 
rumor. I'm sorry that you have all beer i 
forced to endure the cruel, emasculatin! 5 
(for lack of a better word) jibes of you r 
peers. I really am sorry. 1 had no idea s< J 
many of you would take it so seriously. I 
know you are a minority on campus- -
being part of a 10% and all- but it's just .a 
joke, okay? Why are you being so defer 1-
sive? 
- Her'b 
Babycakes, you know I wuv you .. 
Honeybuns, you wook so cutesy-wutesy 
when you wear your widdle nighty-
wighty and your widdle whip. Torture me 
always. 
- Wuv, Studmuffins 
Desperately Seeking Desperate Female 
Students: Male, distinguished-looking, 
mid-forties, enjoys sex (all kinds), has job 
in administration and can offer improved 
grades. Ask for 'Jack' at Admin Info 
Booth. 
Ralph- Had fun last night STOP Want to 
see you again STOP You're great STOP 
Thinking of going to bed with me? STOP 
-Love, Priscilla STOP 
Seriously- thanks to Campus Ombuds-
man Ron Wilson, ASUCI Executive Direc-
tor Dennis Hampton, ASUCI officers and 
council and others for having great senses 
of humor. They are worthy individuals 
enough to be punned. 









~for the future : j 
~ ~ ~ Cocaine ~~ 
~ Available at the ~ 
~ g: 
~ ~ ~ 8~UNIVERSITY . ~ 
~ ijl BOOKSTORE ~ 
~ j ~V/V/V/V/V/V/V/Y/~Y/V/V/Y/ ~ 
BEER 
~ BASH · ·· ~ 
~FREE WINE COOLERS!~ 
~ Held at ASUCI offices. ~ 
~ ~ Meet the AS Officers · :s 
~ ~ ~ and the whole gang. . ~ ~~vw~~vv~~vwvvwvvwvwvvv~ 





Buckets will be provided. 
WATCH THE ANTEATERS DRIBBLE 
THEIR WAY TO VICTORY! 
ASUCK presents 
EL GRUBO SEXO 
BUCK NAKED 
...,.. .......... J 
